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Abstract

We decompose the low-frequency movements in labour productivity into an
investment-neutral and investment-speci…c technology component. We show
that neutral technology shocks cause an increase in job creation and job destruc-
tion and leads to a reduction in aggregate employment. Investment-speci…c
technology shocks reduce job destruction, have mild e¤ects on job creation and
are expansionary. We construct a general equilibrium search model with neu-
tral and investment-speci…c technological progress. We show that the model
can replicate these …ndings if neutral technological progress is mainly embodied
into new jobs, while investment-speci…c technological progress bene…ts (almost)
equally old and new jobs. This provides evidence in favor of hybrid vintage
models where old jobs can (at least partially) reap the bene…ts of ongoing
technological progress.
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1 Introduction

Technological progress may promote the creation of new technologically advanced jobs

by causing the destruction of outdated and relatively unproductive ones.1 In practice

technological adoption does not necessarily require this process of Schumpeterian cre-

ative destruction, since preexisting jobs may reap the bene…ts of recent technological

advancements by upgrading their previously installed technologies. While in the long

run any technological advancement leads to greater labour productivity and output,

the short run response of the economy to a technology shock may di¤er substantially

depending on whether technological adoption occurs mainly through technological

upgrading rather than creative destruction.

Creative destruction implies that technological advancements brings about a si-

multaneous increase in the destruction of technologically obsolete jobs and in the

creation of new highly productive units. But if reallocation is sluggish (due to labour

market frictions say), this process prompts a contractionary period during which em-

ployment, output and investment fall. When instead technological adoption features

the upgrading of old jobs technologies, all jobs become relatively more pro…table, so

job destruction falls and the economy experiences an expansionary phase character-

ized by greater employment and output.

To investigate the e¤ects of technological advancements on job reallocation, we

decompose the low-frequency movements in labour productivity into an investment-

neutral technological component and a component associated with improvements in

the quality of new capital equipment.2 Speci…cally, the Solow (1960) growth model

implies that the investment-speci…c technology is the unique driving force of the sec-
1This claim is usually associated with Schumpeter (1934). Bresnahan and Ra¤ (1991) and Jo-

vanovic and MacDonald (1994) provide evidence, concerning the automobile industry, that the
introduction of new technologies cause an increase in both job destruction and job creation

2Greenwood et al. (1997) have documented that both neutral and investment-speci…c technolog-
ical change are important in accounting for productivity growth. Indeed, they show that neutral
technological progress explains around 40 per cent of the trend behavior of labor productivity, while
improvements in the quality of new capital explains the remaining 60 per cent.
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ular trend in the relative price of equipment goods, while the neutral technology

explains any remaining component in the trend of labour productivity. By imposing

these long run restrictions in structural VAR models, we …nd that a positive shock to

the neutral technology leads to a short-run increase in job creation and job destruc-

tion, and a contraction in aggregate employment, output and equipment investment.

On the contrary, shocks to the quality of new equipment reduces job destruction, have

mildly positive e¤ects on job creation and are expansionary on employment, output

and investment.3

We rationalize these …ndings by considering a stochastic general-equilibrium ver-

sion of the vintage model by Aghion and Howitt (1994) and Mortensen and Pissarides

(1998).4 The economy is characterized by ongoing neutral and investment-speci…c

technological progress. Due to the existence of search frictions in the labour market

jobs of di¤erent productivity coexist in equilibrium. Newly created jobs embody the

most advanced techniques available at the time of their creation. Preexisting jobs

instead may fail to upgrade their previously installed technologies; the idea being

that the adoption of new technologies requires the performance of new tasks.5 Thus

workers initially hired to operate a speci…c technology may not be suitable for its

upgrading.

We show that the model responses to either technology shock mimic those observed

in the US data when, at the yearly frequency, a fraction as high as 90 per cent of old

jobs are able to upgrade their capital equipment, while the corresponding fraction

for the neutral technology is no greater than 50 per cent. Thus a neutral technology
3These results suggest that technology shocks may be some of the deeper driving forces underlying

the shocks identi…ed by Davis and Haltiwanger (1999). In particular, a neutral technology shock
would correspond to a positive re-allocative shock while advancements in the new capital quality
would amount to a positive aggregate shock.

4See also Jovanovic and Lach (1989) and Caballero and Hammour (1994, 1996) for further ex-
amples of vintage models analyzed in the literature.

5Gordon (1990) provides examples from di¤erent industries where the adoption of new technolo-
gies requires the worker to perform a variety of new tasks. See also Brynjolfsson and Hitt (2000)
for a review of the empirical evidence documenting the relation between adoption of IT technologies
and transformation of organizational structure and work practices.
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shock prompts a wave of creative destruction where job creation, job destruction and

unemployment simultaneously increase, while the expansionary e¤ects of investment

speci…c technology shock are the result of the old jobs’ capability of upgrading their

capital equipment.

Our empirical results relate to the recent …ndings by Galí (1999). Galí assumes

that there exists only one kind of technology shock that determines the long-run pro-

ductivity level and he shows that this technology shock leads to a fall in the total

number of hours worked, as well as in aggregate employment and output.6 These

results have cast some doubts about the possibility that technology shocks drive

business cycles. We notice instead that, under fairly general balanced growth condi-

tions, neutral and investment-speci…c technological change independently determine

the evolution of labour productivity. Importantly, we …nd that neutral technology

shocks are contractionary while advancements in the quality of new equipment cause

an expansion in employment, output and investment –a dynamics typically associated

with any expansionary phase of the business cycle.7

Our model falls into the labour market search tradition pioneered by Mortensen

and Pissarides (1994). Several recent papers have considered labour market search

within general equilibrium models with capital accumulation.8 This paper is how-

ever …rst in analysing the dynamic response of the economy to technology shocks

in the context of a general-equilibrium search model with vintage e¤ects in the job

technology.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses our decompo-
6The Galí’s result has been recently further scrutinized by Francis and Ramey (2001) and Altig

et al. (2002). While the …rst paper con…rms the original …ndings, the second argues that they may
not be robust to the speci…cation choice for the stochastic process of the variables entering the VAR.
We will see in Section 2.6, that our results are robust to the Altig et al.’s favorite speci…cation.

7 In an independent e¤ort complementary to ours, Fischer (2002) has also documented the ex-
pansionary e¤ects of investment-speci…c technology shocks. We further relate our results to his in
Section 2.6.

8See Merz (1995) and Andolfatto (1996) for models with exogenous job destruction rates and den-
Haan et al. (2000) and Merz (1999) for versions where such a rate depends of the job idiosyncratic
productivity.
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sition of labour productivity and documents the response of US job ‡ows to neutral

and investment-speci…c technology shocks. Section 3 describes the model. Section 4

characterizes the equilibrium. Section 5 discusses calibration. The results appear in

Section 6 while Section 7 further analyzes the role of the assumptions made. Section

8 concludes. The Appendix contains some technical derivations.9

2 Technological progress and labour productivity

We …rst show how di¤erent sources of technological progress a¤ect labour productiv-

ity in the long run. This allows to identify the neutral and the investment-speci…c

component underlying the dynamics of productivity. We then use structural VARs

to analyze the economy response to advancements in either technology.

2.1 Balanced growth

To see how neutral and investment-speci…c technological progress determine any long

run movement in labor productivity, we consider a version of the Solow (1960) growth

model. The rates of saving and technological progress are exogenous, and there are

three inputs, equipment, Ke, structures,Ks, and labour, L. The production function

is Cobb-Douglas, so that

Y = Z (Ke)®e (Ks)®s (L)1-®e -®s ; 0 < ®e; ®s; ®e+®s < 1; (1)

where Y is output and Z is the investment-neutral technology.10

Final output can be used for three purposes: consumption C, investment in struc-

tures Is, and investment in equipment Ie, i.e. Y = C + Is+ Ie. A constant and equal

fraction of output s is invested in equipment and structures, Ie = Is = sY , so that
9A Computational Appendix that thoroughly describes the procedure used to solve the model

can be downloaded from the web site at http://www.cem….es/~michela/.
10The Cobb-Douglas production function is the only one that permits a balanced growth path in

the presence of investment-speci…c technological progress.
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the stock of equipment and structures evolves as

K 0
i = (1¡ ±)Ki +QiIi; for i = e; s; (2)

where 0 < ± < 1 is the depreciation rate which, again for simplicity, is equal for both

types of capital. The variable Qi formalizes the notion of investment-speci…c techno-

logical change. An increase in Qi implies a fall in the cost of producing a new unit

of capital in terms of …nal output. Alternatively, it may represent an improvement

in the quality of new capital produced with a given amount of resources. Then if the

sector producing new units of a given capital good i is competitive, the inverse of its

price is an exact measure of Qi. Empirically, the price of structures has remained

approximately constant while that of equipment is downward trended, so that it is

convenient to think of Qs = 1 while Qe = Q is upward trended.

One can easily check that the economy converges to a steady-state where the

quantities ~Ys ´ Ys= (XL) ; ~Ke ´ Ke= (XQL) and ~Ks ´ Ks=(XL) are all constant

and equal to ~Y ¤; ~K¤
e and ~K¤

s ; respectively, where

X ´ Z 1
1-®e-®s Q

®e
1-®e-®s

represents the (possibly stochastic) trend of the economy. After imposing the steady

state conditions in (1) and (2) and after some algebra it follows that ~K¤
e = ~K¤

s =

(s=±)
1

1-®e -®s and ~Y ¤ = (s=±)
®e+®s
1-®e -®s :

Thus, the model predicts that the logged level of aggregate productivity, yn ´
lnY=L, evolves as

yn = ~y¤ + v + x =
®e + ®s

1¡ ®e¡ ®s
(ln s ¡ ln ±) + v +

1
1¡ ®e ¡ ®s

z +
®e

1¡ ®e ¡ ®s
q (3)

where a quantity in small letters denotes the log of the corresponding quantity in

capital letters while v is a stationary term which accounts for transitional dynamics in

the convergence to the steady state. Equation (3) decomposes aggregate productivity

as the sum of a stationary term, which represents the steady-state and any transitional
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dynamics, plus a trend induced by the evolution of the neutral and the investment-

speci…c technology, which independently determine aggregate productivity in the long

run.

2.2 Empirical strategy

Given (3), and a measure of yn and q; one can compute

~z = (1¡ ®e¡ ®s)yn ¡ ®eq (4)

which di¤ers from the true measure of the neutral technology z only because of a

stationary term which accounts for either transitional dynamics or variation in the

steady state.11 Thus changes in either the saving rate or the depreciation rate of

capital as well as any shock which moves the economy away from the steady state

may cause short run dynamics in ~z: But under our assumption that ‡uctuations in

the saving rate and capital depreciation are stationary, only technology shocks can

permanently a¤ect the long run level of ~z and q:12 This property of technology shocks

derives directly from the existence of a balanced growth path and would arise in any

model which shares this feature.

To characterize the response of the economy to technology shocks, we follow,

among others, Blanchard and Quah (1989) and Galí (1999) in imposing long run re-

strictions in a VAR model and we identify neutral and investment-speci…c technology

shocks as the only ones that can permanently a¤ect the level of ~z and q; respectively.

We start considering two VAR models with a vector Xt of variables. In the …rst VAR,

Xt = (¢~zt; jct; jdt) ; while in the second Xt = (¢qt; jct; jdt) where qt is equal to
11Given (4), our measure of neutral technological progress ~z embeds any source of increase in

labour productivity which is not embodied in physical capital. This includes improvements in …rms
organizational structure as well as rises in the level of per capita human capital due to either schooling
or experience.

12 In the empirical analysis, we formally test for the presence of a unit root in ~z and q by using a
Dickey Fuller test with either a linear or a quadratic trend and di¤erent lags length. The nul of a
unit root is never rejected at one per cent level of signi…cance.
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minus the logged price, in terms of consumption goods, of a new unit of equipment

while jct and jdt denote the job creation rate and job destruction rate, respectively.

Notice that this speci…cation allows to recover the e¤ects of a shock on net employ-

ment growth (the di¤erence between the job creation and the job destruction rate),

the logged employment level, and the job reallocation rate (the sum of the job creation

and job destruction rate).

Let ¡(L)Xt = ´t denote a VAR model where ¡(L) is a nth-order matrix of

polynomials in the lag operator L, with all roots outside the unit circle, and ´t is a

vector of zero-mean iid innovations with covariance matrix §. Then we can obtain

the Wold moving average representation of Xt, Xt = D(L)´t; by inverting ¡(L):

In general ´t is a combination of technology shocks and other (unspeci…ed) shocks

so that ´t = S"t where by convention the …rst element of the vector ²t is taken to

be the technology shock. Our identifying restriction that the unit root in ~z and q

originates exclusively in technology shocks amounts to the requirement that the …rst

row of the matrix of long run e¤ects D(1)S is made up of zeros apart from the …rst

element. As Galí (1999) shows, this is enough to identify the shock and to analyze the

induced impulse response of the variables in the VAR.13 To check for robustness we

consider various speci…cations and we augment each of the two VARs with additional

variables such as aggregate output, total number of per capita hours worked and the

consumption-output and investment-output ratios.

2.3 Data

Due to data availability problems for the q and job ‡ows series, the data are annual

and the sample goes from 1948 to 1993. Real GDP is taken from FRED, (mnemonic
13 In identifying a given shock, we assume that this shock is orthogonal to any other shock in the

economy. In practice, it would be enough that this property is satis…ed by the combination of all the
other shocks in the economy rather than by each of them. That is, some shocks may have a positive
correlation while other negative, still their combination could exhibit (nearly) zero correlation with
the shock that we intend to isolate. See the appendix of Blanchard and Quah (1989) for a formal
discussion about this issue.
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gdpc1) which corresponds to seasonally adjusted billions of chained 1996 dollars.

Aggregate labor productivity is computed as the ratio of real GDP with the total

number of hours worked (mnemonic lpmhu from DRI). The data for the job creation

and job destruction rates refer to manufacturing and are from Davis and Haltiwanger

(1999). The original series are quarterly and are annualized by taking one-year av-

erages. Finally, the data on q (equal to minus the logged price of a quality-adjusted

unit of new equipment) are taken from Cummins and Violante (2002) which extend

the Gordon’s (1990) measure of the quality of new equipment till 1999. To construct

our series for the investment neutral technology, we use (4) and follow Greenwood et

al. (1997) in setting ®e = 0:17 and ®s = 0:13. We then check that our results are

robust to this choice.14

In Figure 1 we plot the time series for ~z and q together with the NBER-dated

recessions, represented by the shaded areas in the graph. The two graphs on the left-

hand side of Figure 1 evidence the well known productivity slowdown in the neutral

technology that starts in the mid 70’s and the contemporaneous surge in the growth

rate of the investment speci…c technology. Several authors have interpreted these

two phenomena as the start of a technological revolution induced by the availability

of new (capital embodied) IT technologies.15 One can also notice the existence of a

dramatic fall in the value of q in 1975 which Cummins and Violante (2002) attribute

to a change in regulation.

The two panels on the right-hand side of Figure 1 display the dynamics of the job

creation and job destruction rate. The job creation rate exhibits a fall of around one

percentage point on a quarterly basis starting from the beginning of the 70s which

arguably is the result of the decreasing importance of the manufacturing sector in
14Duménil and Lévy (1991) argue that 0.17-0.20 is a reasonable range for the output elasticity to

capital equipment. Thus we checked that our results are not a¤ected by increasing ®e to 0.2. In
Section 2.6 we discuss an identi…cation strategy that does not rely on any parametric assumption
about ®e and ®s :

15See for example Greenwood and Yorukoglu (1997), Greenwood and Jovanovic (1999) and Hobijn
and Jovanovic (2001).
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the US economy. Conversely, the job destruction rate has remained stationary and

‡uctuates around an average rate of 6 per cent per quarter. Interestingly, the growth

rates of ~z and q exhibit no clear cyclical pattern while recessions associates with a

surge in job destruction. Table 1 reports some correlations between the variables.

2.4 Speci…cation choice

Given this evidence, we test for the possibility of a structural break in job creation

and eventually try to identify when it occurred. By using the supremum test proposed

by Andrews (1993) and the average tests proposed by Andrews and Ploberger (1994)

we …nd signi…cant evidence of a structural break for the series and we …nd that 1974

is the most likely candidate year for the occurrence of the break.

Given these considerations we consider three di¤erent speci…cations: one which

uses the raw data without any previous data treatment, one which includes a struc-

tural break in the job creation rate starting from 1974 and …nally one where we allow

for a change in the growth rate of ~z and q starting from 1975 and a year-dummy in

1975.16 We refer to this last speci…cation as to the possibility that a technological

revolution has actually started after 1974.

To ensure that our results are not a¤ected by the Korean War, we consider two

di¤erent sample periods: the …rst uses all available years from 1948 to 1993, the

second excludes any observation previous to 1954 as in Greenwood et al. (1997).

By using the likelihood ratio test proposed by Sims (1980) we …nd some evidence in

favor of the two lags speci…cation against the one-lag speci…cation.17 In brief we start

considering six two-lags VARs for each technology shock.
16We also checked that the result of the …rst two speci…cations were not a¤ected by the introduction

of a year-dummy in 1975 for the growth rate of the ~z and q series
17For example the VAR with the raw data with qt (~zt) yields a value for the Â2-statistics associated

with the null that all second lag coe¢cients are equal to zero equal to 20.49 (29.11). In any case we
investigated the robustness of the results in the VAR with just one-lag.
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2.5 Evidence

Figure 2 displays the impulse response (together with the two standard deviations

bands) of job creation, job destruction and employment to a neutral technology shock

in the speci…cation with raw data.18 The shock induces a short run increases in ~z, that

builds up till reaching a plateau after around 9 years. On impact, the shock makes

job destruction and to a less extent job creation increase. As a result employment

decreases and job reallocation increases. Over the transition path job creation tends to

increase even further while employment recovers. Table 2 shows that this dynamics is

quite robust across the di¤erent speci…cations and sample periods. The only exception

is the impact e¤ect on job creation: it always increases but in some cases the e¤ect

is not statistically signi…cant. Thus we have that:

Finding 1 On impact, a shock to the neutral technology leads to an increase in

job destruction and (generally) in job creation. Thus job reallocation rises while

employment falls.

Figure 3 displays the response of the economy to an investment-speci…c technology

shock, in the speci…cation with raw data. The shock leads to a surge in q that tends

to reach a plateau after two years. On impact job destruction falls while the e¤ect

on job creation are not statistically signi…cant. As a result job reallocation falls and

employment rises. Table 2 shows that the e¤ects of the shock on job destruction, job

reallocation and employment are very robust across the various speci…cations while

the impact e¤ect on job creation varies slightly. When we restrict the analysis to the

post Korean War period and we allow for either a structural break in job creation

or for a technological revolution, the impact e¤ect of the q-shock on job creation is

positive and statistically signi…cant. But in all the other speci…cations the e¤ect is
18Standard errors for impulse responses and conditional correlations (see below) are computed by

using a Monte Carlo method. Reported standard errors correspond to the standard deviation of
each statistics across 500 draws.
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not statistically di¤erent from zero. Thus we can conclude that

Finding 2 On impact, a shock to the investment-speci…c technology causes a con-

traction in job destruction and a mild e¤ect on job creation. Thus job reallocation

falls while employment increases.

In order to better characterize the impulse response of the economy to a given

shock it is useful to compute the correlations of speci…c variables conditional to the

occurrence of the shock.19 These conditional correlations are reported in Table 3

which shows that the correlation between employment and the neutral technology

shock is generally close to zero while the analogous correlation with the q-shock is

positive and signi…cant. Perhaps more interestingly, one can also see that:

Finding 3 In response to either technology shock, job creation and employment are

negatively correlated over the adjustment path.

Table 4 reports the percentage of the historical volatility of each variable in the

system which is explained by z and q shocks. Notice that the sum of the percentage

of the volatility of a given variable explained by the two shocks can even exceed one

if the shocks are negatively correlated. Figure 4 displays the dynamics of the realized

z and q shocks for some selected speci…cations and shows that this tends actually

to be the case. Depending on the speci…cation, the correlation between the z and q

shocks ranges from minus 0.9, when the raw data are used, to minus 0.19, when a

technological revolution is allowed. Interestingly, this evidence provides support to

our empirical strategy of considering two separate VARs to identify the two technology

shocks. Generally the structural VAR methodology rely on orthogonality restrictions
19Formally, the correlation between two variables x and y conditional to a given shock i is equal

to the sum of the product of the coe¢cients of the impulse response of the two variables at each lag
divided by the product of the conditional standard deviation of the two variables –i.e. the standard
deviation that would arise if the only shock present in the system was the given shock i: See Galí
(1999) for further details.
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to identify multiple shocks in the same VAR. An assumption which, as just shown,

can not be taken for granted in this speci…c case.20

Table 4 shows that between 20 and 40 per cent of the volatility of our measure

of neutral technological progress, ~z; is explained by z-shocks while q-shocks explain

between 30 and 80 per cent of the dynamics of q: This is coherent with our theo-

retical model since the short run dynamics of ~z is contaminated by ‡uctuations in

both the saving and the depreciation rate as well as by transitional dynamics in the

convergence to the steady state. Interestingly technology shocks explain a substantial

proportion of the volatility of employment. The z-shock may account for a proportion

of the employment volatility which ranges between 30 and 60 per cent while the cor-

responding proportion for the q-shock is in the range of 20-35 per cent. Technology

shocks can also explain a substantial proportion of the volatility of job destruction

and job reallocation while their contribution to explaining job creation is somewhat

smaller.

2.6 Some further robustness exercises

We now investigate the robustness of our results (i) to the introduction of addi-

tional variables in the VAR and (ii) to alternative strategies to identify neutral and

investment-speci…c technology shocks.

2.6.1 Multivariate VARs

Francis and Ramey (2001) and Altig et al. (2002) have argued that VAR models with

a small number of variables may lead to conclusions a¤ected by omitted variables bias.

Furthermore one may argue that job ‡ows series refer to the manufacturing sector

and may not be representative of the whole economy. To address these concerns, we
20Given (4), some measurement error could also account for the the observed negative correlation.

If so, assuming othogonality between the two technology shocks may still be a valid identifying
restriction. See Section 2.6.2. for a discussion of the result when this orthogonality restriction is
imposed to identify the technology shocks.
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now augment our three variables VARs with the growth rate of output, the logged

consumption-output ratio (mnemonic for consumption is gcnq+gcsq from DRI), the

logged ratio between nominal output and nominal investment in equipment (the series

for investment corresponds to Non Residential Investment in Equipment and Software

at Historical-Cost from BEA) and the linearly detrended logged level of the total

numbers of hour worked per capita (mnemonic for population is p16 from DRI).21

As shown by Figure 5, the consumption and investment output ratios have sub-

stantially increased after 1974. This may be further evidence of the hypothesis that

since the mid-seventies the US economy has been undergoing a technological rev-

olution characterized by an acceleration in technological progress speci…c to equip-

ment which has caused a simultaneous increase in consumption and investment in

equipment.22 To account for this phenomenon we consider two speci…cations for the

consumption and investment output ratios: the former allows for some transitional

dynamics in its dynamics to the new steady state by allowing for a linear trend, the

latter assumes that after 1974 the two ratios have permanently increased to a new

level. Given these considerations we also restrict our analysis to the speci…cation with

a technological revolution.

Figures 6-7 show the e¤ect of a neutral technology shock in our seven variables

VAR in the speci…cation with a break in the series of the ratio between consumption

and investment to output. Figure 6 shows that the results in terms of job destruction,

job reallocation and employment are qualitatively the same as those of the three

variables VAR. Now, however, job creation slightly falls on impact but it immediately

recovers and it is above normal levels just one year after the shock. Interestingly,

Figure 7 evidences that a z-shock leads to a contraction not only in employment

but also in output, total number of hours worked and investment in equipment.
21By using the likelihood ratio we …nd clear evidence in favor of the one-lag speci…cation against

the two-lags speci…cation. So, in this case, we estimate VARs with just one lag.
22Hobijn and Jovanovic (2001) also attribute the jump in the consumption-output ratio to the IT

revolution.
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Importantly, labour productivity increases both on impact and in the long run, so

that the net e¤ect of the shock on output, after employment has recovered, is positive.

Table 5 shows that these results are quite robust across di¤erent sample periods and

di¤erent speci…cations.

Figures 8-9 display the impulse response of the economy to a q-shock in the

speci…cation with a break in the consumption and investment output ratio. Again

Figure 8 shows that the results of the three variables VAR are robust except for the

impact e¤ect on job creation which tends to be slightly positive. Interestingly, both

Figure 9 and Table 6 show that not only employment but also output, hours worked

and equipment investment increase in response to a q-shock. Thus we can safely

conclude that:

Finding 4 In the short run, a neutral technology shock is contractionary while an

improvement in the quality of new capital leads to an expansion in economic activity.

In the long run, either shock brings about an increase of output and labour productivity.

2.6.2 An alternative identi…cation strategy

The identi…cation of technology shocks used so far does not impose any assumption on

the correlation between z and q shocks but required a choice for the output elasticities

with respect to structure, ®s; and equipment, ®e. Alternatively, we could follow

Fischer (2002) in assuming that the two shocks are uncorrelated and identify their

e¤ects regardless of the value of ®s and ®e. To do so, we consider a four variables

VAR including the growth rates of labour productivity, yn; the growth rate of qt and

the job creation and job destruction rates. We then identify the z-shock as the only

shock with zero long-run e¤ects on the level of qt and non-nil long-run e¤ects on

productivity: Conversely, q-shocks are those which could simultaneously a¤ect the

long-run level of labour productivity and qt.

Table 7 shows that the responses of job destruction, job reallocation and employ-
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ment to either technology shock remain qualitatively unchanged under this alternative

identi…cation strategy. For example, the left-hand side of the table shows that any

z-shock that leads to a long run increase in labour productivity causes, in the short

run, a rise in job creation, job destruction and a fall in employment. Similarly the

short-run expansionary e¤ects of a q-shock on job destruction and employment re-

mains broadly una¤ected, even if, in some speci…cations, their statistical signi…cance

is reduced. Similarly to Fischer (2002), we also …nd that q-shocks have sometimes ei-

ther negative or not signi…cant long-run e¤ects on labour productivity. This however

may be the result of the negative correlation between z and q shocks documented in

Figure 4.

3 The model

To rationalize the previous …ndings, we consider an economy in discrete time where

there is just one consumption good, which is the numeraire.

3.1 Job output and technologies

A job consists of a …rm-worker pair. A worker can be employed in at most one job

where he supplies one unit of labour at an e¤ort cost (in utility terms) cw: A job with

neutral technology z and capital stock ~k produces an amount of output equal to ez~k®:

Newly created jobs always embody leading-edge technologies while old jobs may

be incapable of upgrading their previously installed technologies. The idea is that the

adoption of new technologies requires the performance of new tasks. Hence workers

initially hired to operate a speci…c technology may not be suitable for its upgrading.

3.1.1 Job neutral technology

Speci…cally, a job which starts producing at time t operates with a neutral technology

zit equal to the economy leading technology zt of that time, while old jobs are capable
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of adopting the current leading technology only with probability az 2 [0; 1].23 For-

mally, with probability 1 ¡ az the current period job neutral technology, zit; remains

in expected value unchanged, so that

zit = zit¡1+ ²it

where ²it is an idiosyncratic shock which is iid normal with zero mean and standard

deviation ¾²; while, with probability az; a job catches up with the leading technology

in the economy and

zit = zt + ²it

so that the job technology equals (in expected value) the leading technology of that

time, zt. Hereafter, we will refer to the di¤erence between the leading technology zt

and the job neutral technology zit as the job technological gap:

3.1.2 Job investment-speci…c technology

As in Solow (1960) and Greenwood et al. (1997), the sector producing capital is

perfectly competitive and at time t can produce one unit of quality adjusted capital

at marginal cost e¡qt; which will also be the price of a capital unit at that time. We

refer to qt as the quality of new capital : A newly created job installs its desired capital

level acquired at the price of the time when it starts production: Conversely, an old

job in operation at time t can adapt its capital stock to reap the bene…ts of the most

recent advancements in capital quality only with probability aq 2 [0; 1]: In that case,

new capital can be installed at marginal cost e¡qt :Otherwise, the job makes use of the
23Following Mortensen and Pissarides (1998) and Jovanovic and Nyarko (1996), we could endo-

genize the adoption probabilities az and aq (see below) by assuming that …rms face idiosyncratic
time-varying adoption costs which may depend on worker’s versatility and the complexity of the
new tasks to be learned. In equilibrium only a fraction of old jobs will switch onto the technological
frontier.
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capital stock inherited from the previous period. Capital (stochastically) depreciates

by a factor e¡± where ± is iid normal with mean ¹± and standard deviation ¾±:24

A value of az and aq both equal to zero corresponds to the case of a standard

vintage model where technological progress is entirely embodied in new jobs, while

az and aq equal to one means that technological progress is new-jobs disembodied, as

in the real-business-cycle economy popularized by Prescott (1986).25 Generally, the

parameters az and aq quantify over the unit interval the extent to which old jobs can

upgrade their neutral and investment-speci…c technology, respectively.

Jobs are destroyed when their technology and/or capital stock become too obsolete

relative to the current leading technology and the quality of new capital. In case of

destruction, the capital stock of the job is recovered while the worker can be employed

in another job.

3.2 Technology frontier

The leading technology, zt; and the quality of new capital, qt; grows at an expected

rate of ¹z and ¹q; respectively. Speci…cally, the stochastic process that governs the

evolution of zt is given by

zt = zt¡1 + gzt (5)

where gzt is iid Normal with mean ¹z and standard deviation ¾z; while qt evolves

according to

qt = qt¡1 + gqt (6)
24The introduction of the idiosyncratic shocks ² and ± guarantees that the cross-sectional distri-

bution of job technology and capital has no mass points. In turn, this property ensures a smooth
transitional dynamics by ruling out the possibility that persistent oscillations occur over the tran-
sition path –the “echo e¤ects” emphasized by, among others, Benhabib and Rustichini (1991) and
Boucekkine et al. (1997).

25See Jovanovic and Lach (1989), Aghion and Howitt (1994) and Caballero and Hammour (1994,
1996) for examples of vintage models where technological progress is assumed to be entirely embodied
in new jobs. Mortensen and Pissarides (1998) consider instead a model where technology adoption
costs determine whether jobs upgrade their technology.
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where gqt is iid Normal with mean ¹q; standard deviation ¾q and covariance ¾qz with

gzt:

3.3 Search frictions

The labour market for workers is subject to search frictions. The matching process

within a period takes place at the same time as production for that period. Workers

and …rms whose matches are severed can enter their respective matching pools and

be re-matched within the same period. All separated workers are assumed to reenter

the unemployment pool (i.e. we abstract from workers’ labour force participation

decisions). Workers and …rms that are matched in period t begin active relationships

at the start of period t + 1; while unmatched workers remain in the unemployment

pool.

Following Pissarides (2000), we model the ‡ow of viable matches using a matching

function m(u; v) whose arguments denote the masses of unemployed workers and

vacancies, respectively. This function is homogeneous of degree one, increasing in

each of its arguments, concave, continuously di¤erentiable and satis…es m(u; v) ·
min(u; v). Its homogeneity implies that a vacancy gets …lled with probability

q (µ) =
m(u; v)
v

= m(1;
1
µ
);

which is decreasing in the degree of labour market tightness µ ´ v=u: Analogously,

an unemployed worker …nds a job, with probability p(µ) ´ µq(µ); which is increasing

in µ.

Free entry by …rms determines the size of the vacancy pools. Processing the

applications for a vacancy requires the services of a recruiter which can be hired in a

perfectly competitive labour market. In providing these services the recruiter incurs

a utility cost rt per vacancy equal to

rt = ¹r (vt)º
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where vt denotes the total number of posted vacancies and º ¸ 0 captures the possi-

bility that the representative recruiter has decreasing marginal utility in leisure.26

3.4 Wages

If a …rm and a worker who have met separated, both would loose the opportunity

of producing and each would have to go through a time-consuming process of search

before meeting a new suitable partner. Hence, there is a surplus from a job. We

assume that at each point in time the worker and the …rm split such surplus by using

a generalized Nash bargaining solution in which the bargaining powers of the worker

and the …rm are ¯ and 1¡¯; respectively. Division of the surplus is accomplished via

wage payments. Nash bargaining also determines the conditions upon which a job is

destroyed.

3.5 Representative household

The economy is populated by a continuum of identical in…nitely-lived households of

measure one. Each household is thought of as a large extended family which contains

a continuum of workers and one recruiter. For simplicity, the population of workers

in the economy is assumed to be constant and normalized to one. We follow, among

others, Merz (1995), Andolfatto (1996) and den Haan et al. (2000) in assuming that

workers and recruiters pool their income at the end of the period and choose consump-

tion and e¤ort costs to maximize the sum of the expected utility of the household’s

members; thus a representative household exists. Speci…cally, let ~Ct denote aggre-

gate consumption, then we assume that the representative household maximizes the

expected discounted value of its instantaneous utility given by ln ~Ct minus the utility
26This formulation for the job creation costs encompasses others already proposed in the literature.

The standard search model with linear utility, posited by Mortensen and Pissarides (1994, 1998),
arises when º is equal to zero. When instead º is strictly positive, job creation costs tend to be
increasing in the aggregate number of jobs created at that time, as emphasized by Caballero and
Hammour (1994, 1996). We will see below that this helps the model in replicating the small and
sluggish response of job creation to shocks observed in the data.
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costs incurred by workers and recruiters, respectively.27 The household’s discount

factor is ½:

We assume that the claims on the pro…t streams of …rms are traded. In equilibrium

the household owns a diversi…ed portfolio of all such claims, implying that the discount

factor used by …rms to discount future pro…ts from time t+j to t is consistent with the

household’s intertemporal decisions and therefore equal to the expected discounted

value of the ratio of the marginal utility of consumption at time t+ j to its value at

time t.

4 Equilibrium conditions

We characterize the balanced growth path of the economy and derive the equilibrium

conditions of the model. In doing so we …rst characterize …rms’ decisions in terms of

capital choice, job destruction and vacancy creation and then we turn to the deter-

mination of market clearing conditions. We conclude by de…ning the equilibrium for

the economy. To guide the reader, Table 8 provides a legend for the main symbols

used throughout the analysis.

4.1 Stochastic trend

Our economy ‡uctuates around the stochastic trend given by Xt ´ ext; where

xt =
1

1 ¡ ®zt +
®

1¡ ®qt

is a composite index of the neutral and investment-speci…c technology. Then, to

make the environment stationary, we scale all quantities, unless otherwise speci…ed,

by Xt ´ ext: Notice that, given (5) and (6), xt evolves as

xt = xt¡1+ gxt (7)
27We could allow for a more general utility function, provided that the elasticity of substitution

between e¤ort and consumption is maintained equal to one, so as to guarantee the existence of a
steady state path with constant employment.
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where gxt is iid Normal with mean ¹x =
¹z
1¡® +

®¹q
1¡® and variance ¾2x =

¾2z+®2¾2q+2®¾qz
(1¡®)2 :

4.2 Job net surplus

Hereafter we keep the convention that a su¢x t added to a given quantity implies

that this is a function of the aggregate state variables of that time. Let kt ´ ~ke¡(qt+xt)

denote the (scaled) time-t capital value of a job whose unscaled capital stock is ~k:

Then the time-t net surplus of a job with capital k and technological gap ¿ ; St(k; ¿ );

solves the following asset equation:

St(k; ¿)ext = ezt¡¿
¡
keqt+xt

¢®¡ kext ¡ cw ~Ct ¡Htext

+Et

(
½ ~Ct
~Ct+1

·
Ht+1ext+1 +

Z

R
e¡i¡qt+1+qt+xtkdG±(i)

¸)
+ Jt(k; ¿ )ext ;

where G{ denotes the distribution function of the random variable { while Ht denotes

the value to the worker of staying at home at time t: To understand the expression,

notice that the terms in the …rst row of the right-hand side computes the instantaneous

net surplus of the job as the di¤erence between job output and three terms which

account for the capital value, the e¤ort cost of working (measured in consumption

units by dividing cw by the marginal utility of consumption) and the worker’s outside

option, respectively. The terms in the second row represent instead the discounted

future job value which is equal to the sum of the future outside options of the …rm

and the worker and Jt(k; ¿) which denotes the expected present value of the job future

net surplus.

After dividing the left and right hand side of the previous equation by ext; it

follows that

St(k; ¿ ) = e¡¿k®¡ k¡ cwCt¡Ht +Et
½
½Ct
Ct+1

·
Ht+1+

Z

R
¢t+1(i)kdG±(i)

¸¾
+ Jt(k; ¿)

(8)

where Ct ´ ~Ct
Xt

represents aggregate consumption while

¢t+1(±) = e¡±¡gqt+1¡gxt+1
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is the (actual) depreciation factor of capital between time t and time t +1:

4.3 Optimal capital choice

Given (8), the net surplus of a job with technological gap ¿ that can upgrade its

capital level is

St(¿ ) = max
k
St(k; ¿); (9)

while its optimal capital choice k¤t (¿) solves

e¡¿® [k¤t (¿ )]
®¡1 + @Jt(k

¤
t (¿ ); ¿)
@k

= 1¡ Et
·
½Ct
Ct+1

Z

R
¢t+1(i)dG±(i)

¸
; (10)

which says that the optimal capital level is obtained by equating the sum of its current

marginal productivity and its future marginal value to the user cost of capital.

4.4 Job destruction

A job is kept in operation only if it yields a positive net surplus. Thus, it exists a

critical technological gap ¹¿ t which solves

St(¹¿ t) = 0; (11)

such that a job which can deploy its optimal capital level remains in operation only if

its technological gap is smaller than ¹¿t: Similarly a job with a given capital k; whose

level cannot be upgraded, is destroyed whenever its technological gap is greater than

the threshold ¿¤t (k) that solves

St(k; ¿ ¤t(k)) = 0: (12)

Given (9) and the fact that St(k; ¿) is decreasing in ¿ ; these expressions immedi-

ately imply that jobs whose capital can be upgraded remain in operation for greater

technological gaps, ¿¤t(k) · ¹¿ t; 8k:
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4.5 Future job net surplus

The present value of the future job net surplus Jt(k; ¿ ) solves the asset equation

Jt(k; ¿ ) = Et
½
½Ct
Ct+1

(1¡ aq)az
Z

R2
max(0; St+1(¢t+1(i)k; j)) dG±(i)dG²(j)

¾

+Et
½
½Ct
Ct+1

(1¡ aq)(1¡ az)
Z

R2
max (0; St+1(¢t+1(i)k; ¿ + gzt+1 + j)) dG±(i)dG²(j)

¾

+Et
½
½Ct
Ct+1

aq
Z

R
[azmax (0; St+1(j)) + (1 ¡ az) max (0; St+1(¿ + gzt+1 + j))] dG²(j)

¾

(13)

where, in writing the expression, we made use of the fact that the density function

of the idiosyncratic shock ² is symmetric around zero. To understand the expression,

notice that jobs are destroyed whenever they would yield a negative surplus. Thus the

…rst term in the right-hand-side accounts for the net surplus generated by a job which

tomorrow (in expected value) will use today depreciated capital and the next period

leading technology, the second for the net surplus of a job which will use the today

depreciated capital and the today technology while the third (which is independent

of the current value of k) accounts for the net surplus generated by a job which will

update its capital level and will use either the leading technology of next period or

the same technology as the current one.

4.6 Free entry

Once bargaining with a …rm, the worker always receives his outside option (the value

of staying at home) plus a fraction ¯ of the job net surplus. As newly created jobs

install their optimal capital level and operate the leading technology of the time when

they start producing, ¿ = 0, the worker’s value of staying at home, Ht; solves the

asset type equation

Ht = Et
½
½
Ct
Ct+1

[Ht+1 + p(µt)¯St+1(0)]
¾

(14)
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where Ht+1 is next period worker’s outside option, while ¯St+1(0) is the amount of

net surplus appropriated by the worker in case he …nds a job, which occurs with

probability p(µt).

Analogously, a …rm which bargains with a worker receives his outside option (the

value of a vacancy) plus a fraction 1 ¡ ¯ of the job net surplus. Thus the value of a

vacancy at time t; Vt; satis…es the asset equation

Vt = ¡rtCt + Et
½
½
Ct
Ct+1

[Vt+1 + q(µt) (1¡ ¯) St+1(0)]
¾
;

where rtCt accounts for today cost of hiring the recruiter to process the applications

for the vacancy while the last term in the right-hand side represents the expected

future present value of searching for a worker today. Since vacancies are posted till

the exhaustion of any rents, in equilibrium Vt = Vt+1 = 0; so that the free entry

condition

rtCt
q(µt)

= Et
½
½ Ct
Ct+1

(1¡ ¯) St+1(0)
¾

(15)

holds at any point in time.

4.7 Employment and job creation

Let ft(k; ¿) denote the time t measure of old jobs which inherits a depreciated capital

level k from the previous period and that, in case they are kept in operation, would

produce with technological gap ¿ . In other words, ft describes the beginning-of-period

distribution of old jobs previous to any investment and destruction decision at time t.

It then follows from the de…nition of the two critical technological gaps ¹¿ t and ¿ ¤t(k);

that time t employment is equal to

Nt = aq
Z

R

·Z ¹¿t

¡1
ft(k; ¿ )d¿

¸
dk + (1¡ aq)

Z

R

"Z ¿¤t (k)

¡1
ft(k; ¿ )d¿

#
dk +mt¡1 (16)

since any job which can (not) upgrade its capital stock k is kept in operation only if

its technological gap is no greater than ¹¿ t (¿¤t (k)) while all newly created jobs, mt¡1;
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are productive: Notice that, given aggregate employment and the degree of labour

market tightness, mt¡1 can be expressed as

mt¡1 = p(µt¡1)(1¡Nt¡1): (17)

4.8 Aggregate budget constraint

The time-t (scaled) value of aggregate output is equal to

Yt =
Z

R

"
aq

Z ¹¿t

–1
e¡¿ [k¤t(¿)]

® ft(k; ¿ )d¿ + (1¡ aq)
Z ¿¤t (k)

-1
e¡¿k®ft(k; ¿)d¿

#
dk

+mt¡1 [k¤t (0)]
® ; (18)

where the …rst integral accounts for the output produced by the old jobs which adjust

their capital stock, the second for those which produce with the capital level they

inherit from the previous period while the term in the second row is the output

produced by new jobs. Then the aggregate budget constraint can be conveniently

expressed as

Yt = Ct + It (19)

where It denotes aggregate investment expenditures. By de…nition, It is equal to

It ´ I ut ¡Ddt

where I ut denotes the investment expenditures of those …rms which are kept in op-

eration and upgrade the capital stock, while Ddt is the value of the disinvestment

triggered by job destruction:

More formally, it follows from the de…nition of ft that the component of investment

due to capital upgrading is given by

Iut = aq
Z

R£[¡1;¹¿t]
[k¤t (¿ )¡ k] ft(k; ¿ )dkd¿ +mt¡1k¤t (0)

since, provided they are not destroyed, a fraction aq of old jobs upgrade their capital

while all new jobs acquire a capital level k¤t (0): By similar logic, the disinvestment
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due to job destruction is equal to

Ddt =
Z

R

"
aq

Z 1

¹¿t
kft(k; ¿)d¿ + (1 ¡ aq)

Z 1

¿ ¤t(k)
kft(k; ¿ )d¿

#
dk

since jobs are destroyed whenever the technological gap is too large relative to the

capital stock which could be used in case of production.

4.9 Dynamics of the beginning-of-period distribution

Figure 10 describes the sequence of events that characterize the evolution of the

beginning-of-period distribution between time t ¡ 1 and t: At time t ¡ 1; and de-

pending on whether capital can be upgraded, some old jobs are destroyed while some

others that remain in operation upgrade their capital level. The result of these de-

cisions is the “end-of-period” distribution of old jobs at time t¡ 1 which determines

employment and aggregate output at that time.28 Then to obtain the beginning-of-

period distribution of old jobs at time t one has to take account (i) of the (aggregate

and idiosyncratic) shocks to the job neutral technology that determine the job tech-

nological gap, (ii) of the shocks to capital depreciation that a¤ect the value of job

capital at the beginning of time t and, …nally, (iii) of the in‡ow of newly created jobs

at time t¡ 1; mt¡2; that will belong to the pool of old jobs at time t:

Thus, the law of motion of ft can be described through an operator ©; that maps

ft¡1; the capital-adjustment and job destruction decisions, the aggregate shocks and

mt¡2 into ft so that

ft =©(ft¡1; k¤t¡1; ¿¤t¡1; ¹¿ t¡1; gzt; gqt;mt¡2); (20)

where ft¡1; k¤t¡1 and ¿¤t¡1 are functions while the remaining quantities are scalars.

The exact form of the relation between these quantities is described by (23) in the

Appendix.
28Notice that, di¤erently from ft , this “end-of-period” distribution exhibits mass points at the

optimal capital level associated with a given technological gap.
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4.10 Equilibrium

An equilibrium consists of a stationary tuple

(k¤t (¿); ¹¿t; ¿¤t (k); µt; Nt;mt; Ct; ft (k; ¿ ))

which satis…es the condition for the optimal capital choice (10), the two job destruc-

tion conditions (11) and (12), the free entry condition for vacancy creation (15), the

constraint on the number of employees (16), the constraint on job creation (17), the

aggregate budget constraint (19) and the law of motion of the beginning-of-period

distribution (20).

We solve the model by log-linearizing the …rst order conditions around the steady

state of the model without aggregate shocks, gzt = ¹z and gqt = ¹q: This yields

a system of linear stochastic di¤erence equation that can be solved, for example,

with the method proposed by Sims (2002).29 To characterize the beginning-of-period

distribution, ft; we follow Campbell (1998) and Merz (1999) in considering its values

at a …xed grid of technological gaps and capital levels. A Computational Appendix

describes in more details the procedure used.30

5 Calibration

We start de…ning some useful statistics. We then discuss the parameters values used

in our baseline speci…cation.

5.1 Some de…nitions

Job destruction at time t is equal to

JDt =
Z

R

"
aq

Z 1

¹¿t
ft(k; ¿)d¿ + (1¡ aq)

Z 1

¿ ¤t(k)
ft(k; ¿)d¿

#
dk (21)

29Following Blanchard and Kahn (1980), several methods are now available to solve systems of
linear stochastic di¤erence equations. See, among others, Anderson and Moore (1985) and Christiano
(2002).

30The Appendix is available on the web site at http://www.cem….es/~michela.
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since jobs are destroyed whenever their technological gap is too large relative to the

capital that can be installed. Given this de…nition, the law of motion of employment

satis…es

Nt = Nt¡1 + JCt ¡ JDt (22)

where JCt = mt¡1 denotes job creation at time t.31 Finally, and given Davis and

Haltiwanger (1992), we de…ne the time-t job destruction and job creation rate as

equal to

jdt =
2JDt

Nt¡1 + Nt
and jct =

2mt¡1
Nt¡1 + Nt

;

respectively.

5.2 Parameters choice

We follow den Haan et al. (2000) in positing the following matching function:

m(ut; vt) =
utvt

[(ut)´ + (vt)´]
1
´
;

where ut and vt denote the pool of searching workers and …rms, respectively.32

The parameters’ value used in our baseline speci…cation are summarized in Table

9. The choice for ½ and ¯ is standard at the quarterly level. The absence of cap-

ital structures in the model implies that matching the long run response of labour

productivity to a unitary z and q shock would require setting a di¤erent value of ®;

which, given the values of ®s and ®e used in the empirical part, would be equal to 0:3

and 0.19, respectively. Hence we compromise by setting ® to 0:24: The parameter ¹q
is set to yield a yearly growth rate of 4.5 per cent in the quality of new equipment

which is the average in our data over the 1948-1993 period. Given the choices for ®

and ¹q; the average growth rate of the leading technology, ¹z ; is chosen, by using (7),
31We de…ne time-t employment as given by all workers producing at that time. Alternatively, one

could also include in the pool of employed workers those who …nd a job at time t and will start
producing at time t + 1. In this case the de…nition of job creation and job detsruction should be
modi…ed accordingly so as to satisfy a law of motion for employment analogous to (22).

32Den Haan et al. (2000) provide some microfoundations for this matching technology.
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to yield a yearly growth rate of 2 per cent in labour productivity, which approximates

its US historical trend.

The …ve parameters ´; cw ; ¾²; ¹± and ¾± are set to match, in steady state, the

moments reported in Table 9. First, the average depreciation rate, ¹± – ¾2±=2; is

12.4 per cent on a yearly basis, as in Greenwood et al. (1997). Secondly, we follow

den Haan et al. (2000) in requiring that p(µ) and q(µ) are equal to 0.45 and 0.71,

respectively. Thirdly, the job destruction rate is set equal to 6 per cent which is the

quarterly average in our 1948-1993 sample.33

Our …fth moment condition comes from Cooper and Haltiwanger (2002) that study

the pattern of capital adjustment at the plant level. They document (see their Table 1)

that the fraction of plants adjusting capital with positive investment is approximately

equal to 89 per cent. Since in our model each ‘plant’ consists of a single worker, we

match this statistics by considering as ‘plants adjusting capital’ both those jobs that

upgrade their capital level and those that are destroyed.

Finally, we require that in steady state 30 per cent of the existing jobs are more

productive than a newly created one. This is in line with the …ndings by Baily et

al. (1992) and Bartelsman and Dhrymes (1998) who show that (i) at most 20 per

cent of the existing plants are more productive than the mode of the distribution

of productivity of a newly created plant and (ii) 40 per cent of the existing plants

are more productive than the average productivity of a newly created one.34 Since

in the model, newly created jobs have identical productivity, our …gure comes as a

compromise between the two previous statistics.
33These numbers imply a steady state unemployment rate of 11.7 per cent, which is reasonably

close to the level of 11 per cent which is obtained by using the data reported by Blanchard and
Diamond (1990) once one includes in the pool of unemployed also those people formally classi…ed
as out of the labour force but who declare that “want a job”. Speci…cally they report that over the
period 1968-1986 the average number of employed, unemployed and out-of-the labour force people
who want a job is equal to 93.2, 6.5 and 4.7 millions, respectively.

34See Table 4 in Baily et al. (1992) and Table A3 in Bartelsman and Dhrymes (1998). Both
Baily et al. (1992) and Bartelsman and Dhrymes (1998) analyse total factor rather than labour
productivity. Since they do not adjust capital for di¤erences in quality, we associate their numbers
to a measure of labour productivity.
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The value for the jobs’ probability of capital upgrading, aq = 0:45; yields a 91

per cent probability of capital adjustment at the yearly frequency, which corresponds

to the fraction of plants adjusting capital equipment as reported by Cooper and

Haltiwanger (2002) (see their Table one). Given this parameters’ choice, we observe

that a value of az strictly greater than 15 per cent generates a positive response

of employment to a z-shock. Thus we set az equal to 10 per cent in our baseline

speci…cation, but any smaller value tends to yield similar dynamics and may be

equally reasonable. Finally, we set º equal to one and we discuss below the e¤ect of

such a choice.

6 Results

We next analyze the response of the economy to a neutral and investment speci…c

technology shock in our baseline speci…cation.

6.1 A neutral technology shock

Figure 11 and Figure 12 plot the response of the economy to a one-per-cent increase

in the leading technology, zt: As zt increases, old jobs tend to become more obsolete

relative to the technological frontier so the marginal distribution of the beginning-of-

period technological gaps,
R
ft(k; ¿ )dk; shifts to the right on impact –see the dotted

line in the …rst panel of Figure 11. The initial rise in job destruction is then the

result of two opposite forces a¤ecting the jobs net surplus. On the one hand, old jobs

which fail to upgrade their neutral technology become technologically more obsolete

and therefore less pro…table. On the other, the slow adoption of the new technology

requires time and investment in capital. Thus consumption, Ct; falls below its long-

run steady state value which reduces the value of the e¤ort cost of working, cwCt; and

thereby the incentive to destroy jobs: To see why the …rst e¤ect dominates and job

destruction increases, notice that the initial horizontal shift of the marginal distrib-
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ution of ¿ is inversely related to the old-jobs probability of upgrading their neutral

technology, az ; since only jobs which fail to upgrade their neutral technology tend

to experience an increase in their technological gap. Thus, when az is low enough, a

su¢ciently large number of jobs becomes technologically obsolete and the economy

experiences a surge in job destruction.

The initial cleansing of technologically outdated jobs prompts a reduction in em-

ployment as well as in (unscaled) output and investment. Conversely, the impact

e¤ect on (unscaled) labour productivity is positive due to both the destruction of

relatively unproductive jobs and the productivity gains of those which successfully

upgrade their technology.

In the quarter immediately after the shock, the job creation rate, jct; rises sharply

both because new jobs are now more pro…table and because the pool of searching

workers has increased. Thus, the initial upsurge in unemployment is gradually ab-

sorbed and, as unemployed workers starts operating the more advanced technology,

output, investment and labour productivity reach their permanently increased new

steady-state value. Interestingly, employment in the …rst year of the shock falls, on

average, by approximately a half per cent and it takes around four quarters to go

back to normal levels. As emphasized by den Haan et al. (2000), the dynamics of

the endogenous job destruction rate (at least partly) explains these persistent e¤ects.

Indeed, since consumption slowly reaches its steady state value, the interest rate is

above normal levels over the whole transition path, thereby causing a persistently

greater job destruction rate which slows the recovery down.

6.2 An investment-speci…c technology shock

Figure 11 and Figure 13 plot the response of the economy to a one-per-cent improve-

ment in the quality of new capital, qt: As qt rises, the value of the previously installed

capital gets reduced. Thus the marginal distribution of the beginning-of-period capi-

tal values;
R
ft(k; ¿ )d¿ ; shifts to the left on impact –see the dotted line in the second
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panel of Figure 11. The initial fall in job destruction is again the equilibrium outcome

of two opposite forces. On the one hand, old jobs which fail to upgrade their capital

equipment tends to operate with capital of relatively worse quality. On the other, the

costly (in terms of time and resources) adoption of the new capital quality prompts

a fall in consumption, Ct; which reduces the value of the e¤ort cost of working, cwCt:

When the old jobs probability of upgrading their capital is high enough, this last

e¤ect dominates and job destruction falls. As a result, employment rises by approxi-

mately one per cent during the …rst year after the shock while (unscaled) output and

investment overshoot their permanently increased new steady state value. The im-

pact e¤ect on labour productivity is instead quite small –and actually negative in our

speci…cation–, since the fall in job destruction implies that relatively unproductive

jobs remain in operation.

In the quarters following the shock, the job creation rate, jct; falls due to the

reduction in the pool of searching workers. Thus, the initial increase in employment,

output and investment is gradually absorbed and, after around two years, employment

has returned to its pre-shock level while output and investment have reached their

new steady state value.

7 Further discussion

We next discuss the response to technology shocks that would arise under some al-

ternative speci…cations.

7.1 Embodied and disembodied technological progress

In standard vintage models, technological progress is assumed to be entirely embod-

ied into new jobs, so that no technological upgrading is contemplated, az = aq = 0.35

In this case, both neutral and investment-speci…c technology shocks prompt a wave
35See for example, Jovanovic and Lach (1989), Aghion and Howitt (1994) and Caballero and

Hammour (1994, 1996).
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of creative destruction where job destruction, job creation and unemployment simul-

taneously rise while workers are reallocated from outdated, technologically obsolete

units to new more productive ones.

Conversely, when technological progress bene…ts equally old and new jobs, az =

aq = 1; a technology shock (either neutral or investment-speci…c) makes the net

surplus of any job increase, since consumption and, consequently, the e¤ort cost of

working drop below their steady state value. But then, job destruction falls and the

economy experiences an expansionary phase with greater employment, output and

investment.

7.2 Risk neutrality

In the original vintage model by Aghion and Howitt (1994) and Mortensen and Pis-

sarides (1998) agents are risk neutral and all quantities are (exogenously) scaled by

the economy’s technology level, Xt:36 Under this assumption the marginal utility of

consumption and, thus, the interest rate are una¤ected by shocks. To study the

response of the economy that would arise in this set-up, we impose, that, in our base-

line speci…cation, Ct remains constant and equal to its steady state value during the

whole transition path. When so, any technology shock necessarily leads to a wave

of creation destruction where unemployment rises. Indeed, old jobs tend to become

technologically more obsolete as in our baseline model, but now, since the marginal

utility of consumption fails to increase, there is no compensating e¤ect on the job net

surplus that arises from the fall in the value of the e¤ort cost of working. Thus old

jobs become on average less pro…table and job destruction increases.

7.3 Job creation costs

In our baseline speci…cation, we assumed that recruitment costs increase when more

vacancies are posted, º > 0: This assumption does not a¤ect the impact response
36See also Hornstein et al. (2002) for an application of the model to the study of wage inequality.
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of the economy but it renders the e¤ects of technology shocks more persistent by

smoothing job creation. For example, a strictly positive º implies that, when unem-

ployment rises, vacancies can not increase too abruptly, so the increase in job creation

spreads over time and the recovery slows down. Quantitatively, setting º equal to

one increases the persistence of shocks between one and two quarters relative to the

case where º is equal to zero.

8 Conclusions

We relied on the Solow (1960) vintage model to decompose the low frequency move-

ments in labour productivity into a neutral and an investment-speci…c technology

component. By using long-run restrictions in structural VAR models we found that

any advancement in the neutral technology leads to an increase in job destruction,

job creation and unemployment while output and investment fall before they perma-

nently increase. Conversely improvements in the quality of new capital equipment

are expansionary on employment, output and investment.

We have shown that these …ndings are coherent with the idea that neutral tech-

nology shocks prompt a wave of creative destruction where outdated, technologically

obsolete units are pruned out of the productive system, while investment-speci…c tech-

nology shocks are expansionary since a substantial proportion of old jobs upgrade their

capital equipment and thereby reap the bene…ts of the most recent advancements in

the quality of new equipment. Speci…cally we calculate that, on a yearly basis, 90 per

cent of old jobs upgrade their capital equipment while the corresponding fraction for

the neutral technology is no greater than 50 per cent.

In practice several reasons may explain why worker reallocation increases only in

response to advancements in the neutral technology. For example, if any worker can

learn how to operate a more powerful computer or more e¢cient means of telecommu-

nication and robotization of assembly lines –which are sources of investment-speci…c
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technological change–, …rms can upgrade their capital equipment without displacing

their employees. Conversely, if only some speci…c workers can get accustomed to the

new routines and discipline associated with changes in accounting techniques or in

the organization of production, marketing and management control, the adoption of

neutral technologies requires (at least partly) replacing the current employees with

new, more suitable ones. Furthermore, our measure of the neutral technology embeds

any form of human capital. Thus, an improvement in the quality of the new labour

force is a neutral technology shock which, by de…nition, has to be embodied into new

jobs and, thereby, causes creative destruction.
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Appendix

The operator © Consider Figure 10 that describes the sequence of events that
characterize the evolution of ft between time t¡ 1 and t: Then one can see that the
operator © in (20) is implicitly de…ned by the following equation that relates ft(k; ¿)
to ft¡1 and the jobs destruction and investment decisions at time t¡ 1:

ft(k; ¿) = (1 ¡ aq)az
Z

R

"Z ¿¤t–1(j)

–1
g±(ln j ¡ ln k ¡ gqt ¡ gxt)g²(¿ )ft–1(j; i)di

#
dj

+(1¡ aq) (1¡ az)
Z

R

"Z ¿¤t–1(j)

–1
g±(ln j¡ lnk ¡ gqt ¡ gxt)g²(i + gzt ¡ ¿)ft–1(j; i)di

#
dj

+aqaz
Z

R

·Z ¹¿t–1

-1
g±(lnk¤t–1(i)¡ lnk ¡ gqt ¡ gxt)g²(¿)ft–1(j; i)di

¸
dj

+aq (1¡ az)
Z

R

·Z ¹¿t-1

-1
g±(ln k¤t–1(i) ¡ lnk ¡ gqt ¡ gxt)g²(i + gzt ¡ ¿ )ft–1(j; i)di

¸
dj

+g±(ln k¤t–1(0)¡ lnk ¡ gqt ¡ gxt) [azg²(¿ ) + (1 ¡ az) g²(gzt ¡ ¿)]mt–2;
(23)

where in writing the expression we made use of the fact that the distribution of ²
is symmetric around zero. To get familiarized with the expression focus on the …rst
term in the right-hand side which deals with old jobs that fail to upgrade their capital
level at time t ¡ 1 and that, at time t; catch up with the leading technology, which
occurs with probability 1¡ aq and az; respectively. These units are kept in operation
at time t¡1 provided that the technological gap is not too high relative to the capital
that they inherit from time t¡ 2: Then consider a job, which, at time t¡ 1; produces
with a capital stock j and technological gap i: Then; this job will end up with capital
stock k and technological gap ¿ at the beginning of time t only if the following two
events occur. First, it must be that the realization of the idiosyncratic shock ² is
equal to ¡¿ ; which has probability g²(¿): Secondly, the capital stock must depreciate
at a rate such that the beginning of period capital stock at time t is exactly equal to
k; which occurs with probability g±(ln j ¡ lnk ¡ gqt ¡ gxt): The term in the …rst row
then integrates over all possible values of the capital stock j and technological gap i;
which do not lead to job destruction at time t¡ 1:

The terms in the remaining rows are obtained analogously. The second row deals
with old jobs that fail to upgrade their capital level at time t¡1 and to catch up with
the leading technology at time t: The third row corresponds to old jobs that upgrade
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their capital level at time t ¡ 1 and their neutral technology at time t: The fourth
row deals with old jobs that upgrade their capital level at time t¡ 1 but fail to catch
up with the leading technology at time t: Finally, the last row accounts for the in‡ow
of newly created jobs at time t ¡ 1; mt¡2; that enters at the leading technology of
that time and with an optimal capital level.
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Sample (jc; jd) (¢ez;¢n) (¢q;¢n)

Raw Data

48-93 0.06
(0.85)

-0.02
(0.12)

0.27
(0.14)

54-93 0.20
(0.16)

-0.07
(0.10)

0.29
(0.16)

Structural Change in Job Creation

48-93 -0.17
(0.56)

-0.02
(0.13)

0.27
(0.14)

54-93 0.20
(0.16)

-0.08
(0.10)

0.29
(0.16)

Technological Revolution (74-break)

48-93 0.06
(0.85)

0.03
(0.12)

0.29
(0.13)

54-93 0.20
(0.16)

0.03
(0.10)

0.24
(0.23)

Table 1: Unconditional bivariate correlations. ¢n denotes net-employment change de…ned as the
di¤erence between the job creation and job destruction rate. The speci…cation with a structural
change in the job creation rate includes a break in the job creation series starting from 1974. The
“technological revolution” speci…cation includes a break in the growth rate of ~z and q starting from
1975 and a year-dummy in 1975 for the two series.



E¤ect of a z-shock in the E¤ect of a q-shock in the
Short Long Short Long
Run : Run : Run : Run :

Sample jc jd n jr n jc jd n jr n

Raw data

48-93 + + - + 0 0 - + - 0
54-93 + + - + - 0 - + - +

Structural Change in Job Creation

48-93 0 + - + - 0 - + - +
54-93 0 + - + - + - + - +

Technological Revolution (74-break)

48-93 0 + - + 0 0 - + - +
54-93 0 + - + - + - + - +

Table 2: Sign of the short and long run e¤ecs of technology shocks. All VARs have two lags.
The short run e¤ect is the response of the corresponding variable in the same year as that of the
technology shock. The long-run e¤ect corresponds to the e¤ect after 10 years. jr and n denotes the
job reallocation rate and the logged employment level, respectively. A ‘0’ means that the e¤ect is
not signi…cant at a …ve per cent signi…cance level. A positive or a minus sign means that the e¤ect
is signi…cant at a …ve per cent level and has the corresponding sign.



z-Shock q-Shock
Sample (jc; jd) (¢ez;¢n) (jc; n) (jd; n) (jc; jd) (¢q;¢n) (jc; n) (jd; n)

Raw data

48-93 0.56
(0.11)

0.24
(0.04)

-0.01
(0.02)

-0.10
(0.03)

0.52
(0.15)

0.65
(0.16)

-0.05
(0.02)

-0.15
(0.04)

54-93 0.62
(0.12)

0.07
(0.01)

-0.75
(0.15)

-0.62
(0.12)

0.40
(0.10)

0.90
(0.26)

-0.50
(0.10)

-0.42
(0.08)

Structural Change in Job Creation

48-93 0.22
(0.04)

-0.37
(0.06)

-0.28
(0.08)

-0.21
(0.03)

0.47
(0.11)

0.88
(0.09)

-0.29
(0.14)

-0.22
(0.12)

54-93 0.28
(0.07)

-0.27
(0.06)

-0.23
(0.05)

-0.17
(0.04)

0.20
(0.04)

0.96
(0.24)

-0.19
(0.08)

-0.18
(0.09)

Technological Revolution (74-break)

48-93 0.27
(0.03)

0.01
(0.02)

-0.21
(0.04)

-0.30
(0.05)

0.38
(0.05)

0.81
(0.16)

-0.78
(0.10)

-0.69
(0.09)

54-93 0.16
(0.01)

0.05
(0.02)

-0.45
(0.11)

-0.36
(0.09)

-0.73
(0.05)

0.96
(0.11)

0.21
(0.04)

-0.02
(0.02)

Table 3: Bivariate correlations conditional to a z and a q shock. All VARs have two lags. The
speci…cation with a structural change in the job creation rate includes a break in the job creation
series starting from 1974. The “technological revolution” speci…cation includes a break in the growth
rate of ~z and q starting from 1975 and a year-dummy in 1975 for the two series.



by z-shocks by q-shocks
Sample ¢ez jc jd n jr ¢q jc jd n jr

Raw data

48-93 17 18 39 24 37 31 15 36 24 30
54-93 19 22 47 32 43 42 20 46 42 33

Structural Change in Job Creation

48-93 38 24 63 37 72 66 18 36 18 33
54-93 36 28 81 61 76 69 23 48 37 48

Technological Revolution (74-break)

48-93 19 22 43 32 37 77 7 19 13 16
54-93 32 22 61 63 37 65 5 8 15 2

Table 4: Percentage of variance explained by technology shocks in the business ‡uctuations of
the post-World-War II period. See Table 3 for further details.



Short Run : Long Run :
Sample jc jd n jr y h y–h c–y i n y h y–h i

(Linear) trend in c–y and i–y

48-93 0 + - + - - + - - 0 + 0 + 0
54-93 - + - + - - + 0 - - + 0 + +

74-break in c–y and i–y

48-93 0 + - + - - + - - 0 + 0 + 0
54-93 - + - + - - + 0 - - + 0 + +

Table 5: Short run and long run sign-e¤ects of a z-shock in a seven-variables VAR when a
technological revolution is allowed. Each VAR includes the growth rate of ~z; the growth rate of
labour productivity, the job creation and job destruction rate, hours per capita and the logged
consumption-output and (equipment) investment-output ratios. All VARs have one lag.

Short Run : Long Run :
Sample jc jd n jr y h y–h c–y i n y h y–h i

(Linear) trend in c–y and i–y

48-93 0 - + - + + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 +
54-93 + - + - + + + 0 - + + 0 + +

74-break in c–y and i–y

48-93 + - + - + + + + + 0 + 0 + +
54-93 + - + - + + + + + + + 0 + +

Table 6: Short run and long run sign-e¤ects of a q-shock in a seven-variables VAR when a
technological revolution is allowed. Each VAR includes the growth rate of q; the growth rate of
labour productivity, the job creation and job destruction rate, hours per capita and the logged
consumption-output and (equipment) investment-output ratios. All VARs have one lag.



E¤ect of a z-shock in the E¤ect of a q-shock in the
Short Long Short Long
Run : Run : Run : Run :

Sample jc jd n jr yn n yn jc jd n jr yn n yn

Raw data

48-93 + + - + + + + - - + - + - 0
54-93 + + - + + + + - - + - + + 0

Structural Change in Job Creation

48-93 + + - + - + + - - 0 - + - 0
54-93 - - + - + - - 0 - + - + + +

Technological Revolution (74-break)

48-93 + + - + - + + - - 0 - + - +
54-93 - - + - + + - + 0 + + 0 + +

Table 7: Sign of the short and long run e¤ecs of technology shocks by using the same identi…cation
strategy as in Fischer (2002). Each VAR includes the job creation rate, jc, the job destruction
rate, jd, the growth rate of labour productivity, yn, and the growth rate of q and has two lags.
The short run e¤ect is the response of the corresponding variable in the same year as that of the
technology shock. The long-run e¤ect corresponds to the e¤ect after 10 years. jr and n denotes
the job reallocation rate and the employment level, respectively. A ‘0’ means that the e¤ect is not
signi…cant at a …ve per cent signi…cance level. A positive or a minus sign means that the e¤ect is
signi…cant at a …ve per cent level and has the corresponding sign.



Parameters
½ : household’s discount factor
¯ : workers’ bargaining power
¹r : intercept of the recruitment e¤ort function
º : elasticity of the marginal utility of leisure of the recruiter
cw : e¤ort cost of working
¾² : sd of job idiosyncratic productivity
¹± (¾±) : average (sd of) depreciation rate
¹z (¾z) : average (sd of) growth rate of leading technology
¹q (¾q) : average (sd of) growth rate of new capital quality
az : probability of upgrading the neutral technology
aq : probability of upgrading the investment-speci…c technology
® : output elasticity wrt capital

Asset Values (scaled by Xt ´ ext)
St : job net surplus
Vt : value of a vacancy (to a …rm)
Jt : future job net surplus
Ht : value of staying at home (to a household)

Equilibrium tuple
k¤t (¿) : optimal capital choice for a job with technological gap ¿
¹¿t : maximum technological gap after capital adjustment
¿¤t (k) : maximum technological gap for a job with capital k
µt : labour market tightness
mt : number of new matches
Nt : aggregate employment
Ct : (scaled) aggregate consumption
ft(k; ¿) : measure of old jobs with capital k and technological gap ¿

previous to any investment and destruction decision

Table 8: Legend



Parameter Values

½ : 0.99 ¯ : 0.5 ® : 0.24
¹z : 0.11% ¹q : 1.125% cw : 1.052
¹r : 0.638 º : 1 ¹± : 3.12%
¾± : 2.12% ¾² : 0.98% ´ : 1.289
az : 0.1 aq : 0.45

Moment Conditions
Data Model

Average depreciation rate, ¹± ¡ ¾2±=2 : 0.031 0.031
Workers’ employment probability, p(µ) : 0.45 0.45
Firms’ hiring probability, q(µ) : 0.71 0.71
Job destruction rate, jd : 0.06 0.06
Fraction of jobs more productive
than a newly created one

: 0.30 0.30

Fraction of jobs adjusting capital
with positive investment

: 0.89 0.88

Table 9: Moment conditions and parameters values used in the baseline speci…cation.
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Figure 1: Left panels: continuous lines correspond to variable ~z; dashed lines correspond to
variable q. Right panels: the series for job creation and job destruction correspond to the rate of
the corresponding variable. All variables are multiplied by 100.
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Figure 2: Impulse responses (and two standard deviations bands) to a one-per-cent z–shock.
Three-variables VAR with raw data and sample period 1948-1993. The VAR includes the rate of
growth of ~z; the job creation and job destruction rate, and has two lags. Years after the shock in
horizontal axes. The e¤ect of the shock on z after ten years is normalized to one.



Investment-Specific Technology
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Figure 3: Impulse responses (and two standard deviations bands) to a one-per-cent q–shock.
Three-variables VAR with raw data and sample period 1948-1993. The VAR includes the rate of
growth of q; the job creation and job destruction rate, and has two lags. Years after the shock in
horizontal axes. The e¤ect of the shock on q after ten years is normalized to one.
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Figure 4: Estimated structural shocks. Left panels: speci…cation with raw data and di¤erent
sample periods. Right panels: speci…cation with a technological revolution and di¤erent sample
periods. Continuous lines corresponds to z-shock; dashed lines correspond to q-shock.
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Figure 5: Logged consumption-output and (equipment) investment-output ratio. All variables are
multiplied by 100.
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Figure 6: Impulse responses (and two standard deviations bands) to a one-per-cent z–shock (old
variables). Seven-variables VAR with break in the consumption-output and investment-output ratios
and sample period 1948-1993. The VAR includes the growth rate of ~z; the growth rate of labour
productivity, the job creation and job destruction rate, hours per capita and the logged consumption-
output and (equipment) investment-output ratios. The VAR allows for a break in the growth rate
of ~z after 1974 and a year dummy in 1975 and has one lag. Years after the shock in horizontal axes.
The e¤ect of the shock on z after ten years is normalized to one.
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Figure 7: Impulse responses (and two standard deviations bands) to a one-per-cent z–shock (added
variables). Seven-variables VAR with break in the consumption-output and investment-output ratios
and sample period 1948-1993. See Figure 6 for further details.



Investment-Specific Technology
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Figure 8: Impulse responses (and two standard deviations bands) to a one-per-cent q–shock (old
variables). Seven-variables VAR with break in the consumption-output and investment-output ratios
and sample period 1948-1993. The VAR includes the growth rate of q; the growth rate of labour
productivity, the job creation and job destruction rate, hours per capita and the logged consumption-
output and (equipment) investment-output ratios. The VAR allows for a break in the growth rate
of q after 1974 and a year dummy in 1975 and has one lag. Years after the shock in horizontal axes.
The e¤ect of the shock on q after ten years is normalized to one.
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Figure 9: Impulse responses (and two standard deviations bands) to a one-per-cent q–shock (added
variables). Seven-variables VAR with break in the consumption-output and investment-output ratios
and sample period 1948-1993. See Figure 8 for further details.
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Figure 12: Impulse responses to a one-per-cent neutral technology shock. From left to right, top
to bottom: neutral technology, zt; job destruction rate, jdt; job creation rate, jct; job reallocation
rate, jrt; (logged) employment, lnNt; unscaled (logged) output, lnYt + xt; unscaled (logged)
investment, ln It + xt; and unscaled (logged) labour productivity, ln(Yt=Nt) + xt: All impulse
responses are multiplied by 100.
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Figure 13: Impulse responses to a one-per-cent improvement in the quality of new capital. From
left to right, top to bottom: investment-speci…c technology, zt; job destruction rate, jdt; job creation
rate, jct; job reallocation rate, jrt; (logged) employment, lnNt; unscaled (logged) output, lnYt+
xt; unscaled (logged) investment, ln It+xt; and unscaled (logged) labour productivity, ln(Yt=Nt)+
xt: All impulse responses are multiplied by 100.


